The art of bartending is a highly skilled profession.
The explosion in demand for simple quality mixed
drinks and sophisticated cocktail making means the
role of the bartender has never been more complex.
As the hospitality industry is evolving, there is the
need for training to deliver service that is more
proficient, effortless and creative.
This is vitally important to the success of any kind
of bar. The rewards of delivering great service and
creating quality mixed drinks are great for both you
and the profile of your business.
Today’s customers are pretty sharp so serving the
right mix every time has never been more important.
We believe making great cocktails isn’t difficult as
long as you have the right training to help you to
become a knowledgeable, skilled and highly motivated
professional bartender with an eye for attention to
detail and a commitment to delivering the very
best of service.
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“At Mixxit, we believe that
every drink can be perfectly
made. In this section we show
you how, with easy 5-step
guides to the most important
drink-making techniques.”
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“Creating great cocktails is about
understanding how to mix flavours
together to deliver the perfect taste
combination. Over the years, groups
of drinks have clustered together
around the best combinations. We call
these groups “Mixed Drink Families”.

“All bars have their own set-up guidelines
and procedures, but there are also some
basic, universal rules and components.
As the world gets smaller a professional
bartender will find a familiar set up behind
a good bar anywhere in the world.”

